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Description

If you start a new version (milestone in the Roadmap) you can define a wiki page name for the milestone which can comprise of

descriptions/informations about the milestone, but it is not directly possible to create this wikipage within a same step as the version.

You have to go first to the wiki area create an empty page with an reference to the version page name to be able to edit the contents

of that page.

It would be very helpful to have a wiki page editor beyond the projects/add_version-page where you can put the information about

the version into. So my suggestion is to add a wiki edit area into add_version page as (for example) here where you can create an

issue entry.

History

#1 - 2008-10-23 17:02 - Mischa The Evil

- Target version deleted (0.8)

Karl Heinz Marbaise wrote:

...but it is not directly possible to create this wikipage within a same step as the version. You have to go first to the wiki area create an empty

page with an reference to the version page name to be able to edit the contents of that page...

 It is a bit better at the moment since in the versions admin-panel, versions with associated wikipages are displayed including a direct link to the

to-be-created wikipage. See the screenshot below for an example:

 version_wiki_page_in_admin.jpg 

Can you confirm if I understand it correctly and if the described, available feature is sufficient enough to fill this request?

#2 - 2008-10-24 11:15 - Karl Heinz Marbaise

Hi Micha,

first thanks for your help....

Can you confirm if I understand it correctly and if the described,

available feature is sufficient enough to fill this request?

 In the last line in your screen shot you can see the "New Version" link. If you push this i will get an view where i expected to see an input field to

create the contents of a new wiki page...Not after creating the "New Version" and doing an other "click" etc.

I know i can get around the "problem" currently, but i suggested as a Feature which would simplify usability.

So to summarize this: I would suggest to add a new entry field to the create-version dialog (WikiPage).
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